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Vietnam marks 12 years since end of war
Vietnam marks 12 years since end of war
HATCHET (Vietnam) (AFP) - The Vietnam war
ended on April 30, 1975, when US forces
pulled out of the country, but the scars of an
Asian ground zero remain. Marking the 12th
anniversary, the country took stock of the
toll. One can find the remains of mines,
bullets, bombs, unexploded ordnance,
landmin
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Gallery Supported Operating Systems Cloud
computing refers to a model of service
delivery in which resources are made

available on demand over the Internet. The
term is used to describe on-demand access
to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (also known as cloud resources)

that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service

provider interaction. The cloud model
consists of three characteristics: shared
resources, on-demand self-service, and

resource pooling. The term cloud computing
is sometimes used interchangeably with the

terms Internet-based services, utility
computing, or Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)

Sharing Resources Shared resources are
used to describe the kind of physical and/or
virtual assets used to create a cloud. Shared

is a very broad concept that includes the
broad range of computing resources, storage
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assets, networking assets, applications, and
data that are made available on demand, as
well as the supporting infrastructures that
are used to create and administer cloud

services In-Demand Self-Service In-demand
self-service is a specific delivery model

where cloud resources are made available
on demand over the Internet. In this model,

the customer creates a (provisioning)
request and the cloud resource provider

allocates the requested resources. When the
usage period has expired, the cloud resource
provider can delete the allocated resources.
Resource Pooling Resource pooling is used to

describe the ability of cloud computing
resources to be pooled (that is, combined or
aggregated) in order to maximize resource
usage. The resources can then be allocated
on a demand basis where no single resource

is over-subscribed. Typically, the service
provider stores detailed utilization

information about every available resource,
so the provisioning of additional resources
can be accommodated in real time without
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impacting other requests. Cloud computing
services allow users to access a shared pool
of on-demand computing resources that are
typically located in remote sites. The shared
pool is provisioned through service offerings

that include virtualized infrastructure,
platforms, and software. These service

offerings can be accessed through a rich
client (such as the Web), a thin client (such

as a mobile device or Java applet), or a
combination of them. The operating model

for cloud computing infrastructures
(FigureÂ . This version - a total rewrite -

introduces many new improvements, such
as threading,. The BRIstuff patch from

www.junghanns.net enables support from
certain. file type 648931e174
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invention relates generally to the field of
computer gaming and, more particularly, to
a system and method for updating a reward
inventory. Players of computer games have

a wide variety of choices as to the manner in
which they play and/or purchase goods.
Often, gaming is done on a single game

machine or on a network of game machines
and players purchase game time and/or
virtual goods, such as Gold, Chips, or the

like, via a communications medium or
mediums. In one known method of game
play, a player buys a currency with real
dollars, currency that the player uses to

purchase goods or services. Sometimes a
player can benefit by purchasing an item
that may be used by the player for one or

more games. Additionally, many games are
rewarded by a game developer with valuable

goods such as t-shirts, hats, and the like,
and some games award a player additional

game play time, such as for providing a
particular amount of prize-winnings, goals,

or hours played. For example, in a point
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based system, a player is given points or
credits based on a level of skill, such as
based on how well the player can work a

gaming machine. The player is given
additional credits or points for selling his

own points. In another example, the award is
earned by spending some real currency. In

yet another example, a player is given
additional credits or points for winning a

game. In still a further example, credits are
given for the number of hours that a player
is logged on, the number of games that a

player has played, or by winning
tournaments. A limitation of the prior art
points system is that the game designer

must manually track how much the player
has earned, and accordingly, the game

designer is not assured that the player is
accurately being rewarded. For example, in

some games, the player is given a set
number of points by a game developer, and
the points are awarded manually. In another
example, some games assign a set number

of points and the player must contest a prize
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for the number of points. In yet another
example, some games assign a set number

of points and the player must contest
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